Abstract. Diamond-like carbon (DLC) films have been extensively studied for more than a decade due to their unique combination of properties. The internal compressive stress affects their adhesion and preventing wide usage of these films. Metal-containing DLC films are expected to relax internal stress. The present work focused on the synthesis, chemical bond and mechanical property characterization of Cr-containing DLC films. The films thickness, internal stress and composition were characterized by scanning electron microscopy, optical interferometry and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy respectively. Incorporation of Cr into DLC causes an initial internal stress reduction and subsequent stabilization around 0.5 GPa. The hardness behavior was found to depend on Cr content. Films with less than 7.36 at.% Cr (no formation of C-Cr bond) showed a dramatically hardness reduction compared to pure DLC films. Above 7.36 at.% Cr (C-Cr bond formed) the hardness increases above 12 GPa.
Introduction
Diamond-like carbon (DLC) films have been extensively studied for more than a decade and have been applied in tribological, biomedical, and optical fields due to their unique properties such as high hardness, chemical inertness, high wear resistance, low friction coefficient, and high optical transparency in the infra-red [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The internal stresses that develop during synthesis affect adhesion which results in unstable performance of DLC films under work condition. Thereby, most scientific research about DLC films have been concentrated to metal-containing such as Ti [6, 7] , W [8, 9] , Al [10, 11] etc. containing DLC films to reduce internal stress. Whereas, the doping metal elementals affects other performance of DLC films (hardness etc.) inevitably while reduce the internal stress [12] [13] [14] . Chromium is an outstanding candidate for doping into DLC films since it is a carbide former and has complex influence on the mechanical properties.
The purpose of the present work was to set a study of mechanical properties of Cr-DLC films as a function of Cr content. The overall objective is to develop a better understanding of composition-property relations through the chemical bond state of C in Cr-DLC films, which is influenced by the incorporated element Cr, thus optimize the mechanical properties of DLC films from the composition perspective.
Experimental Details
Cr-doped DLC films investigated in this work were prepared by a co-deposition system, which consists of a vacuum cathodic arc (VCA) source using 99.99% graphite target and a mid-frequency magnetron sputtering (MS) source using 99.99% chromium target. The VCA and MS source are located face-to-face designed in a cylindrical chamber as the specimens are placed on a center platform and rotated during deposition process. The distance between the substrate and the VCA as well as the MS source is about 220 mm. Mechanical filtration was used to avoid fused carbon droplet generated from the graphite target while plasma could passed through the holes (Φ1.5 mm) uniformly distributed on the filtration. 500±15 thick Si wafers were used as substrate. Besides, slides of size 18 mm× 18 mm with 150±20 µm thickness were used as substrates to estimate the internal stress from the observed curvature of the film/substrate composite by Stoney equation [15, 16] . The curvature of the film/substrate was determined by optical interferometry. All substrates were cleaned ultrasonically in acetone and ethanol respectively, and then dried in air. Before deposition, the vacuum chamber was pumped to a base pressure of 5.0× 10 -3 Pa and the substrates were sputtered for 15 min with bias voltage of 900 V; Ar gas flow rate was set steadily at 40 sccm during deposition process of 30 min. The VCA current was set as 60 A, and MS current was adjusted from 0 A to 0.6 A in order to obtain different Cr content DLC films; the bias voltage applied to the substrate was constant of 35 V.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM-5800) was conducted to observe the thickness of films. The elemental composition and chemical bonding of C and Cr were investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, PHI Quantera). The top contaminated surface layer was removed using Ar + sputtering for 2 min. The hardness of Cr-DLC films were measured by the nano-indentation (XP nano-mechanical testing system, MTS Corporation) using a Berkovich diamond indenter. The measurement was operated under the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) mode. In the CSM depth sensing test, the maximum indentation depth was 250 nm, and the characteristic hardness was chosen in the depth of about 70 nm.
Results and Discussion
The deposition conditions used to synthesize Cr-DLC films with different Cr content were presented in Table 1 .
All the Cr-DLC samples were characterized by XPS. The composition of films could be calculated from the area under each peak of C, Cr, O and the corresponding atomic sensitivity factor. The compositions of films are shown in Table 2 . The main element is C and it is clear that the Cr content increases from 4.22 at.% to 17.93 at.% with increased magnetron current. Besides, the sample 4 and 5 synthesized by different magnetron sputtering current but contains nearly the same Cr content around 11 at.%. Fig.1 shows the C 1s peak of the Cr-DLC films with Cr content 10.89 at.% and 11.32 at.%, and each exhibits a major peak at a binding energy around 284.5 eV. The C 1s peak can be deconvoluted into four components with binding energies 284, 284.9, 283 and 286 eV corresponding to sp2 C-C, sp3 C-C, chromium carbide and C-O bond. In order to acquire the C-Cr concentration of all films, C 1s peaks of all films are deconvoluted and the results are shown in Fig.2 . The C-Cr bond doesn't emerge until the Cr content is higher than 7.36 at.%. Sample 4 and 5 contains nearly the same Cr content, 10.89 at% and 11.32 at.% respectively, but contains different C-Cr bond concentration with 6.58% and 10.77% respectively. Higher energies of ions are expected to promote the reaction of incoming Cr and C atoms, i.e. the bombardment energy of ion could affect the structure of films significantly.
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Materials Science and Nanotechnology I The internal stress of DLC film and Cr-DLC films are showed in Fig.3(a) . The internal stress dramatically decrease from 2.78 GPa to 0.37 GPa and then increase to 0.74 GPa as the Cr content exceeds 11.32 at.%. Thus, chromium is sufficient to reduce the internal stress of DLC films by influence the chemical state of C such as sp3/ sp2 ratio descending and the formation of chromium carbide; the intrinsic reasons of internal stress reducing should be investigated further. Dai et al. [12] synthesized Cr doped a-C:H films and found that the internal stress decreased at first and then increased when Cr content is higher than 12.1 at.%, which is a little higher than our results of 11.32 at.% because of the differences in the synthesized process. 3(b) shows the nanohardness and elastic modulus of DLC and Cr-DLC films. The nanohardness of films decrease from 31.56 GPa to 8.55 GPa with the Cr content lower than 7.36 at.%. Whereas, the hardness increase to higher than 12 GPa with the Cr content exceeds 7.36 at.%.
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Considering the concentration of C-Cr bond, we found that the nanohardness of films decrease when no C-Cr bond formed, yet increase when Cr content exceeds 7.36 at.%, i.e. C-Cr bond begins to emerge in the carbon network. Therefore, it can be deduced that the formation of chromium carbide could increase the hardness of films. Chen et al. [17] found that there was a progressive rise in hardness as the W target end current increases and the trend was due to the formation of carbide nanoparticles dispersed in the carbon matrix. The trend of elastic modulus behaves similar to that of hardness.
Conclusions
Cr-doped DLC films were synthesized by cathodic vacuum arc and mid-frequency magnetron sputtering system. The Cr content was varying from 4.22 at.% to 17.93 at.%. The films with more than 7.36 at.% Cr were found containing C-Cr bond in DLC network. Incorporation of Cr into DLC causes an initial internal stress reduction and subsequent stabilization around 0.5 GPa. The hardness behavior was found to depend on Cr content or C-Cr bond. Films with less than 7.36 at.% Cr (no formation of C-Cr bond ) showed a dramatically hardness reduction compared to pure DLC films. Above 7.36 at.% Cr (C-Cr bond formed) the hardness increases above 12 GPa. While presenting appropriate C-Cr bond deriving from carbide phase, the films with about 11 at.% Cr achieve comparable mechanical properties to the rest of DLC.
